
By Idiotic.Bean101

Ravenpaw Medicine Cat 
Apprentice Application



Ravenpaw is a five moon old she-cat with black fur, white 
spots and cat ‘rust’ on her neck and tail. I plan to use her as 
a main cat, and I will flesh her out as much as possible. Her 
personality traits include:

○ A quiet cat, who doesn’t quite 
understand jokes.

○ Takes things too seriously half the 
time.(Not fully on purpose, she’s trying)

○ Will try her best to help others, but she’s 
not good at showing when she cares, 
nor talking about emotions

About
Ravenpaw



About
Idiotic.Bean101

● I try to be active almost all the 
time, practically am.

● Trying my best to flesh out all the 
characters I have, so! I thought 

this would be a good opportunity 
to try.

● Trying to be more interactive 
with my characters and other 

people’s cats.



If Ravenpaw DOES get this role, here is how I think she will 
treat it:

- She will be confused and puzzled at first, but as she 
wants to help her clan anyway possible, she will accept 
it.

- It may take her a bit to adjust to the role, but once she 
does, she will open up a lot more in general.

- Will be willing to tell high ranks anything necessary
- Ravenpaw has her stern moments, as while she’s a 

warrior apprentice, she’s kind of got that usual angsty 
apprentice vibe going on. Basically, she has backbone.

- Good learner and listener.

RAVENPAW



Ravenpaw’s Mindset-Interview
- What kind of cat do you believe 

you are?
- Do you think you should be the 

medicine cat apprentice?
- Do you think you would be good at 

the job?
- What sets you apart from other 

cats?
- How do you feel about 

Bumblestar?
- Would you be able to tell 

Bumblestar and Spiderthroat 
things when necessary?

- “Hm? Oh, I guess honest. I would rather not lie, no matter how 
brutal the truth may be.”

- “I don’t care who becomes the medicine cat, as long as it’s 
someone competent, which I’m sure Bumblestar will make sure 
of.

- “I guess. It would probably depend on who teaches me, so I’m 
not sure.”

- “I don’t know. I have heard that my honesty can be helpful, but I 
don’t remember who said that.”

- “I respect her a lot. Who other then the greatest cat could lead 
some of these hooligans? What, I’m not supposed to say that 
about clanmates? Oh. Sorry, then.

- “Well, duh. Shouldn’t anyone be able to do that? I’m not a 
secretive cat, anyway.”



BUT



Why 
should 
she get 

this role?



BECAUSE;
- Ravenpaw is a loyal cat to 

ThunderClan.
- She’s honest, even if 

sometimes too much so.
- Takes things seriously.
- Will make sure she knows what 

she’s talking about so she 
doesn’t give misinformation

- She wants to help the clan 
however she can.



Even if she does 
not get the 

role…



Thank you 
for 

considering!




